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Amicus Curiae discusses Abe Lincoln
By JOCELYN GIBSON

THE PARTHENON
Brain R. Dirck delivered
a lecture titled “Abraham
Lincoln and Constitutional
Optimism” Tuesday in the
Marshall University Foundation Hall.
Dirck, a Lincoln scholar,
spoke a week prior to the

Health Dept.
offering free
flu vaccinations

president’s birthday and argued that the ideals of the late
president made him a “constitutional optimist”.
Sophomore political science
major Tommy Ferrell noted
the importance of Dirck’s
lecture.
“Dr. Dirck’s expertise on this
crucial portion of our nation’s

history casts a wide light on
how we’re still living those effects today,” Ferrell said.
Dirck expressed his belief
that Lincoln developed his take
on The Constitution as a direct
opposition to Roger Brooke
Taney’s views. Taney was chief
justice of the United States during Lincoln’s presidency.

“In the 1850s what Lincoln
articulates is a third way,” Dirck
said. “Some way that we can
avoid the nihilism of William
Lloyd Garrison’s Constitutionalism but can also somehow
find a way to fix the problem
that Taney says can’t be fixed.”
Dirck addressed the controversy of Lincoln’s Emancipation

LIVE FROM
HUNTINGTON

Proclamation not freeing anyone. He said that Lincoln knew
what he was doing and had to
work under specific parameters in order to create that
document.
Lincoln’s contributions are
still valid today, Ferrell said.
Dirck said one of the goals
of his lecture was to get

listeners to see a different
side of Lincoln than is generally presented in history
books and biographies. Although, he admits that he is
not above criticizing Lincoln
either.
Jocelyn Gibson can be
contacted at gibson243@
marshall.edu.

THE PARTHENON
The Cabell County Health
Department will offer free flu
shots to students, faculty and
staff at Marshall University
from 10-2 p.m. Wednesday in
the Memorial Student Center
lobby.
“We really want to encourage people to get their vaccine,”
Amy Saunders, director of
student health education programs, said. “It’s not too late for
this flu season because reports
are showing that there is currently widespread flu activity
in Cabell County.”
Saunders also said the best
ways for students and staff to
avoid getting the flu is to get the
vaccine, wash their hands for
20-30 seconds and cover their
coughs with their elbow.
On Marshall’s Environmental Health and Safety website,
there is information on signs
and symptoms of the flu and
updates on clinics they sponsor.
The Parthenon can be
contacted at parthenon@
marshall.edu.

Greeks host hot
chocolate social for
spring recruitment NPR’s Glynn Washington spends a day on campus
PHOTOS BY BISHOP NASH | THE PARTHENON

Glynn Washington, host of NPR’s “Snap Judgement” clowns around during
a press conference Tuesday at Studio A in the Communications Building.

By ERIKA RITTENHOUSE

THE PARTHENON
The Panhellelic Council sponsored its annual hot chocolate
social Tuesday in the Memorial
Student Center lobby.
The social is a chance for
women on campus interested
in sorority recruitment to get
to know the members of all
four sororities in a laid back
atmosphere.
“The purpose of this event is
to let girls interested in sorority recruitment get acquainted
with the different PHC chapters, as well as interact with
different chapter members,”
Lexy Repp, PHC president, said.
“The biggest purpose of this
event is to give potential sorority women the chance to see
what each chapter has to offer.”
Taylor McNeel, PHC recruitment director, planned the
event with the goal of bringing a positive light to the Greek
community, and making sure
the event was alluring and
approachable.
“This event is usually held
up in the Don Morris room of
the student center,” McNeel
said. “This year we decided to
hold it downstairs in the lobby
so it’s less exclusive and more
welcoming.”

See CHOCOLATE | Page 5

By AMY MCCALLISTER-ETHEL

THE PARTHENON
The host and executive
producer of National Public Radio’s “Snap Judgment”,
Glynn Washington, made several appearances on campus
Tuesday.
Washington’s appearances
were part of the 2014 Birke
Fine Arts Festival. Throughout
the day he spoke to several classes, told stories and
answered questions. Washington’s visit to Huntington
concluded with “An Evening
with
Glynn
Washington”

Tuesday in the Memorial Student Center.
Prior to the creation of
“Snap Judgment,” Washington
worked as an educator, diplomat, activist, actor and political
strategist. He composed music
for the Kunst Stoff dance performances in San Francisco and
has often used originally composed music on his radio show.
“Snap Judgment is about
three and a half years old
now and it’s been on locally
for about maybe two years,”
Washington said. “It’s blowing up. The fastest growing

show in the country and it’s
about storytelling from the
raw, intimate, sexy, soulful and
sometimes, real stories from
real people.”
“Snap Judgment” was born
from a talent quest with an
“American Idol” style. Washington was one of three finalists
in the contest. Through the
course of the contest, one of
the organizers gave Washington some tough criticism.
“The contest organizer said
that ‘you have embarrassed
me, embarrassed the corporation for public broadcasting,

you’ve embarrassed NPR and
you’ve embarrassed yourself.”
Washington said.
Despite the criticism regarding his project, Washington
was not deterred.
“I didn’t believe it. I didn’t think
it was right. I thought it was absurd,” Washington said. “But
it’s one of those things where if
someone tells you, you can’t do
something, you want to do it, but
it was more than that. I really
thought that we had something.”
Washington sent the show
to a local radio station in San
Francisco and in the end he

won the funding to launch the
first season of “Snap Judgment.”
“Put all my blood, sweat, and
tears into this thing.” Washington said.
The experience caused
Washington to be careful about
what he says to people about
their own creative endeavors.
“Snap Judgment” airs weekly
and is sponsored by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
and distributed through NPR
and Public Radio Exchange.
Amy McCallister-Ethel can
be contacted at mccallister9@marshall.edu.

Recreation Center celebrates five years on campus
By GABI WARWICK

THE PARTHENON
The
Marshall
Recreation Center will celebrate
its fifth anniversary on
Wednesday.
Since its opening in 2009,
the Rec Center has helped
students and employees on
campus, as well as members of the community,
toward living a healthy
lifestyle.
They will hold a special
reception filled with cake,
coffee and snacks in the rec

center lobby at 12:30 p.m.
This event is open to the
public.
For its celebration, the
rec center will distribute a
variety of prizes throughout the day including
water bottles, lip balm and
T-shirts.
They will also give a free
gym bag to patrons who
have been member since
the Rec first opened and
raffle off a one-year membership to anyone that
stops by the welcome desk.

Non-members can sign
up that day for a 12-month
contract and receive the first
month for free.
The Rec Center will offer
a free fitness class for the
entire day to anyone in the
community who comes to
their celebration
The Rec Center is encouraging everyone to commemorate
the event on Twitter using the
hashtag “#5YearsStrong”.
Gabi Warwick can be
contacted at warwick@
marshall.edu.
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‘Interculturalism’ a focus at Marshall
By FRANCES LAZELL

THE PARTHENON
In an effort to embrace all
students and nationalities,
Marshall University changed
the Office of Multicultural Affairs to Intercultural Affairs.
Maurice Cooley, vice president of Intercultural Affairs,
said the new name is directly
related to the idea of “interculturalism” and stems from the
need for all students to coexist
together.
“We will still have our

differences, which is good, but
it is the thought that I have borrowed some things from you
and you have borrowed some
things from me, so that the
whole neighborhood is richer,”
Cooley said. “So the new paradigm is that it must work
toward coexistence by sharing,
developing and borrowing.”
He said it is essential to not
only accept individuals who
are from different origin, but to
also learn from them.
Mollie McOwen, coordinator

of general English and Learning
Resource Center at INTO Marshall University, said the name
change accurately portrays
Marshall’s ability to prepare
students to live, work and excel
in a global environment.
“Marshall University has had
a long tradition of a student,
staff and faculty base representative of many cultures,”
McOwen said. “The name
change of the office from Multicultural Affairs to Intercultural
Affairs gives more of a sense of

CREATION
VS.
EVOLUTION

active promotion of integration
and interaction of these groups
for the most positive outcome
for those we are preparing to
work in a global society.”
The intention behind the
name change is to bring all students together, so the university
can embrace and nurture the
coexistence of all different cultures, races and nationalities.
This will allow the university
to continue providing students
with a well-rounded college
experience.

Cooley said creating a situation that promotes a more
inclusive interaction between
individuals from different
nationalities helps Marshall
graduates succeed in the work
world because many students
work in global fields.
“By the time you graduate if
you have had immersion experiences and go and live in the
world and with people from
around the world, you are more
prepared, you understand better and your life will be more

Students gather to
watch Bill Nye and
Ken Ham debate
creationism

than likely more fulfilling,”
Cooley said.
Cooley said Marshall has successfully created a university
culture that strives toward acceptance of all students and
faculty. The name change will
not interfere with the university’s mission to continually
progress when it comes to assisting and preparing students
for life after college.
Frances Lazell can be contacted at lazell2@marshall.
edu.

SAND
advocates
nutritional
awareness
throughout
Huntington
By MEGAN JARRETT

ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON

By KRISTA SHIFFLETT

THE PARTHENON
The Campus Christian Center opened its doors for people
to watch Bill Nye the Science
Guy debate creationism with
Ken Ham Tuesday.
Revolution, a religious group
on campus, sponsored the
event.
The building was filled with
students that are a part of ministries on campus as well as
students that are interested in
science.
Tyler Dingess, junior Japanese, Spanish and French
major, came to the debate from
a science perspective.

“I am really interested in science,” Dingess said. “I thought
it would be an interesting thing
to watch.”
Alicia Turner, junior English
literature major, was also at
the event because of the science side of the debate.
“I came to the event because
I thought it would be interesting to see what both sides have
to say,” Turner said.
Ken Ham is the founder of
the Creation Museum and is
also a bestselling Christian author. His side of the debate was
not just about creationism but
observational science as well.
Bill Nye, known for his award

winning television show, “Bill
Nye the Science Guy,” discussed his scientific findings
using the Grand Canyon and
CSI as examples.
The debate started with
both debaters sharing a fiveminute presentation and then
each gave 30-minute presentations instead of speaking back
and forth.
Ham went into detail about
the difference between observational science and historical
science and how creationism
should be taught in schools.
Bill Nye expressed that
Ham’s creationism is not viable. He talked about how the

United States could not move
forward if there was only observational science.
Sarah Mathis, a member of
the leadership group in Revolution, said they did a few
things to prepare for the live
stream of the debate.
“It really helped that we
were just preparing for something that is live streaming,”
Mathis said. “For our preparation we just prepared a menu
for snacks afterwards and our
main thing was just getting the
word out there using flyers,
chalkboard and paint.”
Before the debate aired,
Glenn LaRue, director of

Revolution, spoke about the
group and a little about the
debate.
There were cards handed
out at the door for people to fill
out and hand in to the Campus
Christian Center. Those cards
also gave students the chance
to win prizes.
A sheet of paper was lying on
every chair for people watching the event to fill out notes
about the debate to make it
easier for them to participate
in the discussion that happened when the debate ended.
Krista Shifflett can be
contacted at shifflett7@marshall.edu.

Microsoft’s new leader flew
under the radar, until now
By JANET I. TU

MICROSOFT | MCT

THE SEATTLE TIMES (MCT)
For a man just named Microsoft Corp. CEO, there is
remarkably little known about
Satya Nadella.
That’s even though Nadella,
as executive vice president of
Microsoft’s Cloud and Enterprise division, helped build on a
fast-growing division that’s responsible for providing servers,
cloud platforms and other tools
for corporations. It’s an operation that last fiscal year brought
in $20 billion in revenue — more
than most companies on the Fortune 500 list.
Nadella has also been the
face of Microsoft’s cloud aspirations for the past few years.
He’s played a big role in how
Microsoft’s Windows Azure has
become a viable competitor to
Amazon Web Services.
He’s been credited with being
a key player in helping shape, articulate and execute Microsoft’s
strategy for the cloud, the term
used to refer to services and data

that live on remote servers and
which can be accessed by users
online. Cloud computing has become more important in recent
years and will only become more
so.
Compared with many of the
other candidates reportedly
considered to succeed retiring
Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer,
though, Nadella has been
lower-profile.
For one thing, he hasn’t appeared to campaign for the top
spot.
He’s too much of a class act to
do so, say people who know him,
many of whom also describe him
as personable, very smart and
charismatic. He is well respected
within Microsoft and well regarded by Wall Street.
And he clearly possesses
one primary quality Microsoft’s board said it was looking
for: deep technical knowledge.
Nadella’s experience covers
some of the most complicated
technologies in business today,
from industrial-strength servers

page designed and edited by TAYLOR STUCK | stuck7@marshall.edu

to complex online services.
But there are two knocks
against Nadella.
First, he lacks experience with
consumer devices — an area in
which Microsoft is struggling
(Xbox aside) to gain traction.
It’s important for Microsoft to
gain market share in tablets and
smartphones, lest customers
completely abandon Windowsbased devices in favor of devices
running Apple’s or Google’s Android operating systems. Second,
he’s never been chief executive
of a company as big and complex
as Microsoft.
Cloud aside, Nadella’s work as
a leader within various divisions
in the company have largely
involved executing a CEO’s or
predecessor’s broad visions and
strategies, rather than crafting
his own.
“He’s one of the nicest guys
you could meet. He definitely
seems to care about his people and his team,” said David

See NADELLA | Page 5

THE PARTHENON
The Student Association
of Nutrition and Dietetics
through the College of Health
Professions is an active organization promoting nutrition
through multiple involvements on campus and in the
Huntington community.
Its purpose is to advocate
nutritional awareness and
build relationships within
the community to facilitate
accurate and beneficial nutrition information in many
forums.
Tonya Davis, SAND president, said the shared love
of food is what makes their
events fun.
“Everybody kind of loves
food and it’s always fun getting to talk to people about
things you’re interested in,”
Davis said.
SAND Vice President Christina Gayheart said they have
a variety of fun events that
take place throughout the
community.
“I think they’re fun because
I have a passion for this,” Gayheart said.
SAND is active in the Huntington, Marshall Uiversity
and tri-state community.
It plans to have regularly
scheduled events in Huntington’s Kitchen where students
teach cooking classes and
preparing meals for the families staying at the Ronald
McDonald House.
Students also help distribute cans of food at the
Huntington Food Bank and

See SAND | Page 5

Corrections
An article in the Feb. 4
edition of The Parthenon
inaccurately stated the date
of the IBM information session for students about
possible careers with the
company. The session will
be Tuesday, Feb. 11, not
Feb. 4.
The
Parthenon
is
committed to accurate reporting. If for any reason
there is doubt about any
of our printed or online
content, please email us at
parthenon@marshall.edu
and we will make the appropriate correction.
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Fencing returns to the Marshall Rec Center
By MICHAEL CIRCLE

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University Recreation Center
will sponsor a second round of fencing classes
at 8 p.m. Thursday with Eric Del Chrol, a professor in the classics department.
“We have new people popping in all the
time,” Chrol said. “Within a week, you’ll learn
just enough to be able to protect yourself if
you happen to fall through a hole to the 16th
century.”
In week one of the spring 2014 semester,
the fencing class will have two eight-week sessions during the spring semester. The class
caters to all ability levels of participants from
the brand new to the professional.
“You can start from being an absolute beginner to fighting pretty soon,” Chrol said.
“People have been able to get to the point of
being able to fight fairly well, fairly quickly.
Since there are so many new people, it’s not
like you’re going to come and be outmatched
and get beat up.”
Fencing is a sport involving two opponents
fighting with swords in competition. Padded
armor, and flimsier swords make this sport
a fun, safe way to unwind and let loose with

friends. To score, the players must strike or
thrust with their foil to their opponent’s torso.
A score, called a touch, is won when the sword
strikes without being parried or blocked.
Participants do not need to buy any of the
equipment needed for the class. It is all provided
by the Rec. The class is also expanding its current inventory, buying new equipment for more
people. There are several suits of padded armor
for the participants, along with different styles of
weapons. The first weapon and the one trained
on by most is the foil.
The class participates in tournaments as
well. Last semester, the tournament’s second
round bouts went to within one point of each
other. Those who participate in the tournament in March should be at similar levels of
competition.
“The class is popular again,” Michele Muth,
assistant director of marketing and membership at the Rec, said. “Any chance we can offer
something that’s different and people can
come and participate, we’re open for that.”
The last sessions of the fencing class had 20
participants who showed up regularly.
Michael Circle can be contacted at circle@marshall.edu.

COLUMN

Tim Tebow proved during Super
Bowl he is bigger than the NFL
By MIKE BIANCHI

ORLANDO SENTINEL (MCT)
Now that Super Bowl XLVIII
is officially in the books, let us
admit now that one quarterback stood out above all others
on the NFL’s grandest stage and
in modern America’s greatest
cultural extravaganza.
That quarterback’s name is
Tim Tebow.
That’s right, Tim Tebow, who
once again showed that he is
bigger than the NFL.
Tebow didn’t even have to
play in the Super Bowl, and he
was a bigger star than either of
the participating quarterbacks.
Tebow’s performance in his hilariously entertaining T-Mobile
Super Bowl commercials was
much more memorable than
Denver quarterback Peyton
Manning’s horrendous effort
during the Broncos’ 43-8 loss
to Seattle. As for Seahawks
quarterback Russell Wilson,
his performance was overshadowed by that of his own

COLUMN

defense.
“Tim Tebow was a big winner on Sunday night,” said Amy
Beamer, whose website SpotBowl.com analyzes Super Bowl
ads and polls viewers on the
approval ratings of the commercials. “I don’t think anybody
going into Sunday night would
have thought Tim Tebow would
have a better night than Peyton
Manning.”
Tebow’s T-Mobile cell phone
ads lampooned the fact that he
doesn’t have an NFL contract,
which allowed him to pursue a
variety of other Forrest Gumplike endeavors over the last
year such as saving puppies,
singing in a rock and roll band,
tracking down Big Foot and
working for world peace. The
commercials were, of course,
fictional and farcical, but I believe their message was factual.
And that message is this:
Tebow doesn’t need the NFL
to become a cultural icon.
He proved it when he was

playing in the NFL, and he’s
proven it since he was cast out
of the league by short-sighted
GMs and head coaches. For the
two-thirds of a season he was
a below-average starting quarterback in the NFL two years
ago, he was still the league’s
biggest rock star.
Now that he’s spent a season
away from the league, he’s still
one of the biggest celebrities in
sports. He was just hired as an
ESPN commentator, and he’s
still an endorsement gold mine
even though he hasn’t started
an NFL game in two years. I’ve
written it before and I’ll reiterate it here: He has the charisma,
the name recognition and the
conservative Christian political
support to be president of the
United States someday.
Go ahead and snicker. They
used to snicker, too, at the
idea that another charismatic,
conservative former college

MICHAEL CIRCLE | THE PARTHENON

Fencing instructor Eric Del Chrol (in white) and members in his fencing class at the Marshall Recreation Center.

Women’s basketball to play ECU
HERDZONE.COM
Coming off a 2,000-mile trip
across the country, Marshall
women’s basketball (7-13,
0-7 C-USA) will return home,
Wednesday, to host the East
Carolina Pirates (18-3, 6-2
C-USA) at 7 p.m. at Cam Henderson Center.
Despite a career performance by junior Aja Sorrells,
the Thundering Herd fell in
heartbreaking fashion to the
Old Dominion Lady Monarchs in overtime, 65-52,

Feb. 1, at Ted Constant Convocation Center. Sorrells
was just one rebound away
from a double-double with
career-highs of 13 points
and nine boards. Chukwuka
Ezeigbo and AJ Johnson followed with 11 and 10 points,
respectively.
East Carolina (18-3, 6-2 CUSA) is 5-2 on the road this
season, losing at FIU Jan. 11
and Southern Miss Jan. 25.
The team is atop Conference USA in five categories:

blocked shots per game (5.2),
field-goal percentage defense
(.352), rebound margin (+7.9),
steals per game (11.2) and
three-point field goal defense
(.257). The Pirates are led offensively by Jada Payne, who is
averaging 20.3 points per contest. Ondrea Shaw pulls down
a team-high 7.5 rebounds per
game while leading the conference with 3.14 blocks per
game.

See WBB | Page 5

See TEBOW | Page 5

Enjoy signing day while you can
By KEVIN SHERRINGTON

THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS (MCT)
The overriding message of signing day is a
happy one. Everyone’s a winner. The schools, the
kids, the coaches. Everyone.
If this is your day, enjoy it while you can.
Because if history is any indicator, chances are
you may feel different four years from now. There
are only so many happy endings to go around.
A ridiculously small percentage will go on to
the NFL. On average, half of you will get your
degrees. It’s a full-time job playing D1 football.
Summers, too. Some of you will get hurt, run off
or flunk out. Some of the coaches who signed you
will leave, and the new coaches will like someone
else better. Some of you won’t live up to your end.
Some will be victims of adults who should have a
better conscience. Or any at all.
This has been the way of college athletics for
as long as most of us remember, and, for the most
part, the risk has been considered acceptable.
But if there’s no making it happy for everyone,
the least we can do is try to make it fairer, and
maybe even make the college and pro games better in the process.
Maybe you heard last week’s news that a
group of current and former Northwestern football players filed a petition with the National
Labor Relations board to form a union. It’s another move to empower the players, just like the
Ed O’Bannon lawsuit, meant to provide athletes
compensation in the NCAA’s use of their names,
images and likenesses.
Frankly, the chances of either succeeding don’t
look good. Experts tend to agree that athletes
aren’t labor. The NCAA went out of its way to
make it so. In fact, that’s why Walter Byers, the
longtime NCAA director, came up with the term
“student athletes” in 1964. He did it to protect
the NCAA from having to pay workers’ comp.

By the way, Byers explains it in his 1995 book,
Unsportsmanlike Conduct: Exploiting College
Athletes. And that came out before everyone
started getting rich but the players.
Even if the union movement goes nowhere,
or if you believe it’s a bad idea in principle, you
must concede that most of what they’re asking
for hardly seems outlandish:
Guaranteed coverage for sports-related medical expenses involving current and former
athletes; uniform concussion protocols; a trust
to fund scholarships for former players and reward those who graduate on time; an increase
in athletic scholarships and compensation for
commercial sponsorships; and due process for
players accused of rules violations, with a uniform code.
You shouldn’t need a union to earn short- and
long-term health benefits as well as an opportunity to go back and get your degree. Colleges
owe athletes that much, anyway. Critics contend
that athletes already get benefits other students
don’t, which is true, but colleges generally don’t
make demands of chemistry majors that may one
day incapacitate them.
Before this argument gets too one-sided,
though, let me make a case that should make life
better for everyone.
Just the other day, the Mavs’ Shawn Marion
said the NBA should raise the minimum age a
player can be drafted from 19 to “two to three
years, minimum” after high school. He was
making a case against the one-and-done players who now bounce back and forth between
the NBA and D League and from one NBA roster to another.
“Baby-sitting,” is what Donnie Nelson calls it.
His boss agrees with him.

page designed and edited by WILL VANCE | vance162@marshall.edu
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EDITORIAL

Coca-Cola ad embraces America as it should be
Another
Super
Bowl,
another
controversy.
Each year, Americans tune in to watch
the top two NFL teams fight for the Vince
Lombardi Trophy.
They also tune in to see the plethora of
commercials created specifically for the
Super Bowl.
This year, Coca-Cola unveiled a commercial that attempted to highlight the
cultural differences of the United States by
featuring a rendition of “America the Beautiful” sung in multiple languages.
What was supposed to be a celebration
of diversity soon turned into controversy
with many outraged that the commercial
featured languages other than English.
Fox News’ Todd Starnes took to his

Twitter to voice his displeasure over the
advertisement saying “Coca Cola is the
official soft drink of illegals crossing the
border,” and he couldn’t understand what
they were saying because he only speaks
English.
The advertisement also featured a gay
couple rollerblading with their daughter. According to GLAAD, a gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender advocacy organization, this is the first Super Bowl
advertisement to feature a gay family.
Some Americans are so outraged by the
message of the advertisement, they have
turned to social media to declare their
boycott of Coca-Cola products.
It’s disturbing this advertisement has
elicited this type of response.

America is a country built from all different backgrounds, not just English
speaking countries.
It’s what makes this country unique. It’s
what makes us America.
It’s 2014 and the fact that we’re still
fighting the cultural differences instead of
embracing them is baffling.
Controversy such as this is a disheartening blow to the progress we should be
making, but alas, we’re still not quite there.
However, for those who are against
Coca-Cola’s advertisement, there are those
cheering it on with full support noting
that America is beautiful because of its
diversities.
Let their voices be louder than the ones
trying to stifle our differences.

MCT CAMPUS

COLUMN

What do honors courses lack?
By JOCELYN GIBSON

COLUMNIST
As I sat in yet another honors course
(I have taken one every semester since I
started college), it occurred to me what it
is that these courses lack — diversity.
As far as I can tell, just about everyone
in the class is a white, Christian, Republican from a financially comfortable
household or too afraid to speak up if
they do fall outside of those bounds. Every honors course I have taken thus far
has been the same.
How do we expect an honors class to
function on a higher level than any other
course by putting 30 students in a classroom who all share the same viewpoints?
No one is thinking or questioning because all of their ideas are simply being
reaffirmed by their classmates.
That is not to say that there is anything wrong with the ideas and values
that these students have, just that in the
given situation there is no room for advancement on these ideas — no contrary
thoughts with which to compare them.

Isn’t diversity, supposedly, one of the
virtues of college? Diversity is one of the
aspects that should distinguish higher
learning from primary and secondary
schools.
It is reasonable to assume that in
primary and secondary school many students come from similar backgrounds,
share similar values and have had similar
experiences because they all, presumably,
live in or around the same area.
However, in college, students from all
over the country and all over the world
attend the same institution. Theoretically, we should be exposed to an extreme
amount of diversity. So why are the honors courses lacking therein?
Well, that is not really a question I can
answer and I don’t want to get into the
conversation of acceptance bias, so I will
leave it at that.
My concern is really just amending the
situation. If honors students are meant to
be challenged and intellectually stimulated, then the goal is not being met.
In every honors course I have taken the

discussions have been on very important
topics, but topics that would have greatly
benefited from a diversified discussion.
In the courses, we read diverse works
by diverse authors and then hold a discussion that projects our limited knowledge
of the life onto the situations presented in
the text. What do we learn from it?
We learn that yes there is diversity in
the world, but it does not have a name, a
voice or a place in our classroom. It is disconnected from us in such a way that it is
nothing more than a concept.
Reading about diversity and speaking
too and interacting with someone whose
belief set and life differs from yours are
two entirely different things. One allows
us to acknowledge it and the other allows
us to feel it.
Hopefully, I am not the only one to have
noticed this problem and someone will
take steps to remedy it in the future so
that honors students can get the experience they are entitled to in college.
Jocelyn Gibson can be contacted at
gibson243@marshall.edu.
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YOU CAN BE HERD
What is your favorite Philip Seymour
Hoffman film?

Which team do you want to win the
Super Bowl?

“Capote”
“Charlie Wilson’s War”
“The Big Lebowski”

The Denver Broncos
The Seattle Seahawks
I don’t have a preference

43%
48%
10%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

COLUMN

Get tough, Mr. President
By ANN MCFEATTERS

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS
SERVICE (MCT)
During a news conference,
then-President Bill Clinton,
who was going through one of
the many rough patches of his
White House days, was asked if
he was still relevant.
Startled and then grim-faced,
Clinton struggled to assert that,
yes, the president of the United
States was relevant. Awkward.
President Obama is going
through something similar.
His poll numbers are abysmal.
Dweebs no longer shout that
he lies but walk out while he’s
speaking. His pleas to Congress
on behalf of popular programs
such as providing workers with
a living wage fall on deaf ears.
Obama is too classy to jump
up and down, red-faced, shouting for us to pay attention.
Nonetheless his strategy might
have made a mistake. Frustrated that the divided Congress
and balking Republicans in particular are giving him little but
grief, Obama keeps declaring
he’s going to do whatever he
can by executive action to push
his agenda. Not surprisingly, Republicans have been jumping up
and down, red-faced, shouting
he’s ignoring them.
Better that he had just gone
ahead and done what he wanted
without raising a red flag by announcing that he “will not stand
still” on the sidelines while Congress bickers ineffectually.
Meanwhile, Obama’s huge
campaign apparatus is switching loyalties to Hillary Clinton
before she has even affirmed
she wants to be president. The
implication is that Obama is
done; stick a fork in him, despite
the very obvious fact that he still
has three years in office. Darn
right that politics ain’t bean bag.
In a contemplative interview
recently, Obama noted the passage of history, remarking that
presidents come and go and
contribute bits and pieces. Oh.
Oh. The legacy thing has started
to bug him.
It is not too late for Obama to
make his presence felt. There
are signs that mainstream
Republicans, even mercurial

House Speaker John Boehner,
are feeling voter ire for dismissing everything Obama tries to
do out of hand. Maybe they’ll
be a little more responsive on
issues of national importance.
After two years of arguing,
the House passed a farm bill
although poor children in 15
states will get only half the food
they eat now even after a huge
cut last November.
There are so many issues to
worry us. Immigration. Withdrawal from Afghanistan. A
livable wage. Nuclear negotiations with Iran. Middle East
peace. Affordable health care.
The disappearance of the
middle class. A crumbling infrastructure. Children educated for
the future. Equal pay for equal
work. Energy independence.
Keeping guns out of the hands
of deranged men and women.
Closing the prison at Guantanamo Bay. Retirement security.
Reforming the tax code.
Executive actions, which easily may be overturned and often
are, are not a solution to any of
these issues.
Obama is not an underachiever. But vowing to use
executive actions seems like
giving up. He’s trying to make
Americans elect Democrats
in the November congressional elections to help push his
agenda. That’s a lot of eggs in
one fragile basket.
Obama hopes to convince
voters that Republicans are Neanderthals (sorry, cave people)
on raising the minimum wage,
women’s health issues, war, gun
control and income equality. If
Republicans are smart, they’ll
prove him wrong. That’s an “if”
the size of Mount Rushmore.
Historians think Clinton
wasted too much of his presidency. There was no huge war;
no domestic disturbance consumed national energies; the
economy was growing. But the
big issues were kicked down the
road, one reason Clinton’s working to make his wife president.
We need Obama to toughen
up. If not, the nation again will
have wasted time, and the next
president will be weakened before he/she takes office.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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SIGNING

Continued from Page 3
“I think you should have to
wait three years,” Mark Cuban
said in an email. “No option of
signing out of high school. We
are a business that is not designed to teach life skills.
Without question, college
and pro basketball would benefit greatly if players stayed in
college three years or more.
In doing so, they might even
grow up a little.
But if we’re going to make
players not only go to college
but stay there, they deserve
a sweeter deal than they’re

TEBOW

Continued from Page 3
football player could become
president. That fella’s name
was Ronald Reagan.
I had a conversation a couple
of years ago with Orlando attorney John Stemberger, who
heads Florida Family Policy
Council, a politically connected
conservative religious organization. Stemberger was
adamant that Tebow could
become an immense political
force in this country.
“If Tim Tebow wanted to be
a political candidate, it’s his for
the taking,” Stemberger told
me. “He would be a political
rock star. He’s handsome, he’s
humble and he has character
and integrity. This young man
could be the next Ronald Reagan or Jack Kemp if he wanted
to be.”
And if he doesn’t want to
pursue politics, he could always pursue a film career as an
action-adventure star a la another former college football
player — Dwayne “The Rock”
Johnson.
“I think he could be a movie
star,” Beamer says. “You see
him in these commercials and
you see him in interviews, and
he has charisma, he has presence, and that’s what people
are looking for when they’re
casting for movies. There’s
something about him that people like; something about him
that people find compelling.”
Don’t get me wrong, I still

CHOCOLATE

Continued from Page 1
McNeel collaborated with
her colleagues in order to
ensure that the hot chocolate social was a success. The
event was promoted through
flyers as well as an invite
email, and each chapter was
contacted to ensure attendance at the event.
Once the event was set up,
interested students were
asked to sign in with their
name and email, then encouraged to grab a hot chocolate

think it’s a travesty that some
wayward NFL team (see Jaguars, Bucs and Dolphins)
wouldn’t give Tebow a true
chance to become a starting
quarterback. It’s always been
baffling to me why one of our
three state teams — all of
whom have been essentially
insignificant for the last decade
— have had this perplexing
aversion to signing Tebow and
becoming instantly interesting
and relevant.
Question: Why are so many
other quarterbacks who are
drafted in the first-round, guys
like Blaine Gabbert (Jaguars)
and Josh Freeman (Bucs),
given years to develop and
learn from their mistakes —
and, yet, they still fail?
Not Tebow. All he ever did
was win — state championships in high school, national
championships in college and
even took the previously pathetic Broncos to the playoffs
in his only year as a starter in
the NFL — and he still can’t
get a sniff of a job. Think about
this: Until Tebow, there’s never
been a QB drafted in the first
round who compiled a winning
record (9-7) and took his team
to the playoffs in his only year
as a starter and never again
started a game in the league.
Then again, it doesn’t really
matter anymore.
Hey, NFL, take your job and
shove it.
Tim Tebow is still a bigger
star than any quarterback in
your league.

and socialize with each sorority’s table.
At an event like this, the
goal of each sorority is to meet
students interested in going
through recruitment, while
also promoting chapter values.
This is one of many events
that start sorority recruitment, which is Feb. 10-13.
The next event to be held is a
potential new member orientation 9:15 p.m. Thursday in
the Memorial Student Center.
Erika Rittenhouse can be
contacted at rittenhouse4@
marshall.edu.

Zuckerberg reflects, looks to future
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Facebook Inc. co-founder
and CEO Mark Zuckerberg
took to his social network
early Tuesday to look back on
how his company came to be
so successful.
Zuckerberg, who launched
the company when he was
just a 19-year-old student at
Harvard University, said he
never imagined that Facebook would be what it is now.
There was a need to connect
the world through one service, he said, and he and his
company cared deeply about
doing that.
“When I reflect on the last
10 years, one question I ask
myself is: Why were we the
ones to build this? We were
just students. We had way
fewer resources than big companies. If they had focused on
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getting now, especially considering what schools, administrators
and coaches are making.
Fund health benefits and
scholarships with some of the
revenue from TV contracts,
bowl payouts and the NCAA
Tournament. If it’s not enough,
negotiate with the NFL and NBA,
who use the colleges as a free
farm system, to kick in some.
Just because it’s never been
done doesn’t mean it won’t, or
can’t, work. We’ve never seen
coaches and administrators
and schools make so much
money, either. Time to extend
more benefits to athletes, as
well. Time for a new day.

Facebook’s
10th birthday
By SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ

|

this problem, they could have
done it,” Zuckerberg wrote in
a Facebook post. “The only
answer I can think of is: We
just cared more.”
But as proud of he is of
Facebook so far, Zuckerberg
said he is more excited about
the next 10 years. Currently,
social networks are about
sharing moments. He said
the future will be about using
these connections to solve the
world’s major problems.
Zuckerberg said it is also
the company’s responsibility
to help bring Internet access to the two-thirds of the
world’s people who remain
unconnected.
“It’s rare to be able to touch
so many people’s lives, and I
try to remind myself to make
the most of every day and
have the biggest impact I can,”
he said.

JOE CAVARETTA | SUN SENTINEL | MCT

Mike Brown, of Deerfield Beach Ocean Rescue, ties a rope around the
carcass of a 40-foot Sperm Whale that washed up against the Deerfield
Beach International Fishing Pier, December 17, 2012.

Cause of whale beachings in Florida remains elusive
By KEN KAYE

SUN SENTINEL (MCT)
More than 90 whales have
become stranded on Florida
beaches in the past two months,
almost three times the average,
baffling marine biologists and
making them wonder if a deadly
common denominator is at play.
“We’re all starting to pay
close attention to what might
be going on, to see if there
are any links or if they’re unrelated,” said Denise Boyd, a
research biologist with the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission.
Among the theories: The
whales might have contracted
morbillivirus, an ailment similar to canine distemper that has
been attacking dolphins along
the East Cost this year. But necropsies failed to confirm this.
The series of cold fronts that
marched across Florida in the
past month could be a factor.
“Any kind of front or a hurricane disorients the animals,

NADELLA

Continued from Page 2

But others say that lack of
CEO experience is not necessarily a negative.
“In many organizations, a
division the size of (the one
Nadella leads at Microsoft)
would be its own company,”
said Norman Young, a senior
stock analyst at Morningstar
investment research firm.
“He’s got charisma, employees like him, and he’s got the
acumen to lead the company.
Not having been a CEO is not
necessarily a minus here,”
Young said. “When he speaks,
he’s calm, smooth, charismatic.
He knows his stuff.”
David Smith, an analyst at
research firm Gartner, says
he’s heard “nothing but good
things” about Nadella.
“He seems, from what I’ve
seen, relatively low-key. He
just seems to be more steady
and gets the job done,” Smith
said.
As president of Microsoft’s
Server and Tools division from
2011 to earlier this year, Nadella
helped focus that group on several key priorities, including
making it easier for companies to start using Microsoft’s
cloud tools and simplifying the

SAND

Continued from Page 2
are involved with the Hunington
Burrito Riders. The SAND volunteers
make burritos and then the Huntington Burrito Riders distribute them
on bikes to the homeless in the Huntington area.
SAND is planning an on-campus
event to celebrate National Nutrition Month in March.
Davis said their organization would
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and they come in,” said Erin
Fougeres, a marine mammal
biologist with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries.
Navy sonar, which can cause
whales to aim toward shore,
has been ruled out, because the
Navy wasn’t conducting any sonar exercises when the whales
stranded, she said.
Or, the whales could be following a sick leader who was heading
toward shallow waters to make
breathing easier, Boyd said.
Nothing so far is conclusive,
Fougeres said, and “there are
cases where we just never know
the cause.”
On average, about 200 whales
each year land on Florida’s
shores. About one “mass stranding,” involving several whales,
occurs every three years in this
state, authorities said.
Yet in just the past two
months, a total of 93 whales
came ashore in Florida and
most of those, 91, were involved

division’s bewildering array of
product names.
Revenue went up, from $17.1
billion in fiscal year 2011,
when he started, to $20.3 billion last fiscal year.
Nadella “executed by setting
the priorities the right way,”
Smith said.
Nadella grew up in Hyderabad, India, where he met
his wife, Anupama Nadella,
and where their parents still
live, according to an interview Nadella gave the Deccan
Chronicle in July 2013.
In the interview, he cites
playing
cricket
for
Hyderabad Public School as
teaching him about teamwork
and leadership.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering
from Mangalore University and
master’s degrees in computer
science from the University
of Wisconsin and business
administration from the University of Chicago.
“He’s personable, sharp,
bright, very charming,” said
Ravi Sanga, a scientist from
Normandy Park, Wash., who’s
a longtime friend of Nadella’s.
“He’s very interested when
he talks to you. Very down to
earth. Just a good, good man.”

benefit from having diverse members.
“Marshall students who don’t
know a lot of about nutrition can
come and socialize and learn from
people who are studying dietetics,”
Davis said. “We’ll help share our
knowledge and they can contribute whatever skills that they have.”
SAND meets the first Wednesday of every month at 12:30 p.m. in
Prichard Hall Room 301.
Megan Jarrett can be contacted
at jarrett52@marshall.edu.

in two mass strandings.
On Dec. 4, 43 pilot whales
got caught in the shallows of
Everglades National Park on
the state’s southwest coast, and
nine died. Four days later, 11
pilot whales, part of the same
pod, beached at Snipe Point
near Key West, and all died.
Twelve pilot whales on Jan.
19-22 beached themselves
between Naples and Fort Myers, and eight died or were
euthanized. On Jan. 23, 25
more whales, most believed to
be part of the same pod, were
found dead on Kice Island,
south of Marco Island.
“Mass strandings aren’t necessarily rare, but to have two so
close together is,” Fougeres said.
At the same time, on Jan. 2, a
dead sperm whale was found
floating near Key Largo. And on
Jan. 10, a sperm whale weighing up to 15 tons was found
dead at Spanish River Park in
Boca Raton, authorities said.
Florida sees more stranded

WBB

Continued from Page 3

The Pirates lead the alltime series, 12-7. Last season,
Marshall broke a seven-game

whales than another state, followed by California. Beachings
also have been reported in
large numbers along the northern Gulf Coast. Prior to the
latest episodes, the most recent
strandings in Florida were in
2012 in Fort Pierce, 2011 on
Cudjoe Key and in 2003 on Big
Pine Key.
Other kinds of whales that
can be found near Florida include pigmy sperm whales,
humpback whales, North Atlantic right whales, Bryde’s whales
and gervais beaked whales.
Government biologists say
one problem they face during
rescue tries is overzealous bystanders, who attempt to push
the large marine mammals
back into the sea.
“We always ask people not
to push the animals back out,
because they generally strand
for a reason,” Boyd said. “These
people are well-intentioned,
but that can do more harm than
good.”
losing streak against ECU when
it defeated the Pirates in Huntington, 72-60 (Feb. 21, 2013).
Prior to that game, the Herd
had not won versus ECU since
Jan. 18, 2009.
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TODAY IN THE LIFE!
OPENING THIS WEEK
"The Lego Movie"
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"A Field in England"

"The Monuments Men"

"A Fantastic Fear of

"Vampire Academy"

Everything"

"The Pretty One"
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MORE TEARS ARE SHED OVER ANSWERED
PRAYERS THAN UNANSWERED ONES.

— Philip Seymour Hoffman as Truman Capote in the 2005
film "Capote". Hoffman took home the Academy Award
for best perfomance by an actor in a leading role for his
performance.
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